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Clients: Plognow
Problem to solve: The problem is that there is litter on many
popular pathways that pedestrians walk and run through,
resulting in risk for the environment, people, and creatures.
Goal to fix the problem: Decrease the rate of litter through
interactive design that encourages pedestrians to pick up
the found litter more often during their walks and runs.
Objectives: The overall goal of the campaign is to work
to succeed in decreasing amounts of litter and to spread
motivation for picking up found litter in their surrounding
environments while also being encouraged to be active.
Target Audience: Individuals under the age of 30 years
old are more likely to litter, and Plognow’s target
demographic is 15-40 years. Therefore they will be a focus
for the direction of the campaign, especially considering
that most littering behavior occurs with individual intent.
Joggers will be a large target since the direction of the
campaign will go in plogging.
Situational Analysis: Many people will litter because they
think that recycling is inconvenient. It’s important for the
message to come across that supporting the environment is
rewarding, and that it doesn’t have to be a drudging task.
Features/Benefits | Call to Action & Style/Tone of Piece:
The tone of the piece should be welcoming and friendly, it
should reflect that everyone has the potential to do good and
the idea of helping is their reward. We should want people to
want to help their environment instead of being shamed it.
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Design and its purpose: Design will be colorful and bold, so
that it is encouraging the audience to comfortably interact.
Mandatories:
•

Call to action

•

Logo

•

Web address

•

Phone number

Competitors:
Nike Inc., Adidas, Reebok, Puma, Fila, Converse, New
Balance, Under Armor, K-swiss, Asics, and Li Ning.
Keep America Beautiful, The Ceres Coalition, Mass
Recycle, Ocean Conservancy, The BoatUS Foundation,
Points of Light, The Boys & Girls Club of America.

Timeline / Project Key Dates:
•

Brief: 5 hours

•

Research: 10 hours

•

Concepts: 10 hours

•

Sketches: 10 hours

•

First proof: 30 hours

•

Second proof: 20 hours

•

Optionally additional proofs: 40 hours

•

Final proof approval: 15 hours

•

Total= 140 hours

Creative Budget: Creative: $3,500
Deliverables:
•
•

Metrics for measuring success: Success will be measured
by seeing how many people interact with the online social
aspect of the campaign, along with reports of how much litter
has decreased and who has volunteered to pick up the litter.
The statistics can be compared to other nearby areas and
what their numbers are without any campaign ads placed.

11x17 poster
Three full sequential advertisements
for a magazine

•

One outdoor advertisement

•

Website layout

•

Five miscellaneous items
related to anti-littering

Supporting data: In order for the campaign to be
successful, it is important to engage with the audience and
make them want to be a part of the movement instead of
feeling pushed into it.
Company background information: Nike Inc. had originally
imported Japanese shoes as a company in their past days.
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P LO G G I N G

LITTERING
Effects of litter:
•

T
 he home, property, and business owners are
affected by litter because the value of what they
own decreases when their neighborhoods and
properties are littered. Therefore there are extra
clean-up costs spent on removing the litter.

•

People feel less safe and more abandoned
in streets that have larger amounts of litter.

•  Animals

mistake litter for food or shelter and

become injured or trapped inside trash debris.
Sources of litter: Transition areas are the most
common littered places from pedestrians, where
they leave their litter in order to enter an area.
Motorists also are 52.8% of the people who litter.
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What is being littered: 97% of the
litter consists of smaller items such
as confection litter and tobacco items.
Littering behavior: 85% of litter is
caused due to the attitudes of people.
Keep America Beautiful's litter studies
have observed that 15% of littering is
affected by litter that is already present.
Methods to prevent littering: Walt
Disney Co. has observed in their own
entertainment parks that installing
trash receptacles 30 steps away from
each other is the maximum amount
for the best full litter disposal results.

What is plogging? The word plogging
originates from Sweden, specifically
from the combined word "plogging"
means "picking up litter and jogging", in
Swedish, to pick up is called plocka upp.
Plogging also covers other types of
activities such as swimming, cycling,
skateboarding, etc. It began around
2016 as smaller activities that were
organized, but it has gone further to
other countries in the much later years.
Who started plogging? Erik Ahlström
began the idea of formulating organized
plogging events in Stockholm, Sweden.

Benefits of plogging: Plogging
helps clean up the environment
and keeps people active. It helps
to add another layer to people's
workout and exercising routines,
along with helping them to have
the satisfaction of making their
environments much more clean.
Sweden: Sweden ranks third
place in the list of the cleanest
places in the world due to their
well-placed policies on recycling
trash and litter items. Sweden
is also a Scandinavian country
in Northern Europe. It’s near
Norway, Finland, and Denmark.
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brand campaign | roughs
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kiosk design | sitemap sketches
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kiosk design | sitemap

user 1

user 2

user 3

Would you find it worth it to see a park kiosk that
tells the temperature and shows you local plogging
events?

Would you find it worth it to see a park kiosk that
tells the temperature and shows you local plogging
events?

Would you find it worth it to see a park kiosk that
tells the temperature and shows you local plogging
events?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

How often would you use Plognow?

How often would you use Plognow?

How often would you use Plognow?

Frequently Occasionally Rarely

Frequently Occasionally Rarely

Frequently Occasionally Rarely

Would you recommend Plognow to other people
who use trails?

Would you recommend Plognow to other people
who use trails?

Would you recommend Plognow to other people
who use trails?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Do you exercise at park trails?

Do you exercise at park trails?

Do you exercise at park trails?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Do you think that the Plognow kiosk has enough
features?

Do you think that the Plognow kiosk has enough
features?

Do you think that the Plognow kiosk has enough
features?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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kiosk design | user profiles
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kiosk design | inspiration

Typeface: Neue Kabel
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kiosk design | typography and color

D IN 2014
Aa Bb C c Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii
Jj K k L l M m N n O o P p Q q R r
Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww X x Yy Zs

P ac if ic o
Aa Bb C c Dd E e F f Gg H h Ii Jj
Kk L l M m N n O o Pp Q q Rr Ss
T t Uu Vv Ww Xx Y y Z s

R O B OTO
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg
Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu
Vv Ww Xx Yy Zs

ROB OTO
COND ENSED
Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj
Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss
Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zs

GRASS
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SAND

ASPHALT

brand campaign | typography and color
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brand campaign | misc. items concept
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brand campaign | magazine ad concept
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brand campaign | ad displays
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brand campaign | kiosk screens
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brand campaign | kiosk screens
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brand campaign | kiosk screens
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brand campaign | kiosk displays

